
OUTLINE OF OVERALL PROJECT
Opening to the public October 27, 2011, the Skirball Cultural Center presented Women Hold Up Half the 
Sky, a groundbreaking original exhibition inspired by Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn’s bestselling 
book Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for Women Worldwide (Knopf, 2009). Its compelling 
message is that the worldwide oppression of women is the most urgent and pervasive human rights cause 
of our time, and that gender equality can help solve many of the world’s most severe problems—from pov-
erty to terrorism to child mortality. The exhibition was originally scheduled to be on view through March 
11, 2012 and then was extended to May 20, 2012.

Vice President of Special Projects 
Pam Balton, who oversees the Au-
drey’s Museum Store, knew imme-
diately that, in conjunction with the 
Women Hold Up Half the Sky exhibi-
tion, we should offer a marketplace 
of handcrafted items representing 
women’s cooperatives from around 
the world, as well as a range of 
items from female artisans working 
within Fair Trade organizations. The 
marketplace would also coincide 
perfectly with the United Nations’ 
proclamation of 2012 as the Inter-
national Year of Cooperatives. The 
idea then transformed into the concept of a holiday pop-up shop in one of the museum’s smaller galleries, 
at which visitors inspired by the exhibition could buy gifts that do good. Never before had we experimented 
with using an exhibition gallery for retail, but this was an ideal fit.

Each organization featured in the pop-up shop represents the transformative power of women working 
together to provide for their families, educate their children, pass on deep-rooted traditions, and promote 
gender equality—all ideas at the core of both the Women Hold Up Half the Sky exhibition and our Skirball 
mission goal of social justice. Working within cooperatives allows these women to act as direct participants 
in the development of their community, both socially and economically, creating handmade goods ranging 
from jewelry and accessories to home goods, stationery, and children’s items. Every product we decided to 
carry has a story, every organization a mission. With the pop-up shop, we would and were able to spread 
awareness and reach out to the “smart buyer,” as Katy Leakey of our vendor The Leakey Collection calls 
them, who will spend their money where their purchase will contribute most to the community and to the 
world.

THE CHALLENGES
Though much of the Judaica in our main museum store is imported from Israel, we had very little expe-
rience working directly with overseas vendors. We began researching Fair Trade policy and looking into 
potential organizations in January 2011, tracking each organization’s mission, region, and product catego-
ries in a spreadsheet. Every organization was vetted for a mission-fit and to ensure that the products were 
indeed made by women under fair conditions. We sought to represent as many regions as possible. By April, 
we had narrowed our list to 150 organizations.
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From there, it was a matter of finding U.S. distributors or arranging for overseas payment and on-time ship-
ment, which involved labyrinthine wire transfers, duty payments, and a number of questions from customs 
to answer. For instance, in the case of custom-dyed felted scarves from Kyrgyzstan, we could only make 
a payment through a consumer wire service, rather than through a bank. In the case of a shipment from 
Guatemala City, the organization had to hold off taking packages to UPS for a day due to riots incited by po-
litical troubles. The women who work with a ralli quilt vendor in India and Pakistan fell victim to monsoon 
rains and had to halt production in their homes due to flooding (we were still able to take what they had in 
stock).

This was the first time Audrey’s had put together anything like this pop-up shop and had a completely 
empty 950 square foot gallery space to do it in. Doing so required a number of furniture pieces and fixtures 
that would match the aesthetic of the goods, but with a limited budget and our exhibition design team busy 
with the design and building of Women Hold Up Half the Sky, we needed to figure out how and who could 
help us.

Then came the challenge of getting the word out and competing with a small number of popular, local fair 
trade retailers and seasonal handmade craft and design fairs, which had the benefit of time and existing 
brand awareness. It was unfamiliar territory. Who would be our target customer? How would we reach out 
to them? Would we be able to garner media attention?

THE SOLUTIONS
Our amazing Audrey’s team took charge 
of overseeing that payments were re-
ceived, where shipments were, and 
incorporating each item into our store 
inventory, while managing the inventory 
of related items—clearing space for 79 
cooperatives’ worth of merchandise in 
our modest storage space, organizing the 
merchandise by product category, and 
price-tagging each item by hand. The 
team coordinated their schedules to take 
on a third shop location, incorporating a 
slate of volunteers, some new to the 
Skirball Cultural Center, some were do-

cents experienced as storytellers, and others new to working in the museum store altogether, all united with 
a common purpose.

With such long media leads, it was a challenge to meet pitch deadlines, which for some outlets can be four 
to five months in advance. Among the obstacles included the amount of time it takes to finalize our pur-
chasing, getting our merchandise delivered in time for promotions and set-up, and having easy access to 
high-quality product photography. Despite all this, we were able to get extremely effective media placements 
thanks to our External Affairs department and to the help of some of our vendors. Our External Affairs and 
Advancement departments found that the pop-up shop was a nice way to garner public and media attention 
toward the exhibition’s heavy subject matter in places where we may have otherwise had a less receptive 
audience. Working together with External Affairs, staff member Sarah Goldbaum assembled an interactive 
media kit1 featuring a wide range of merchandise and produced postcard-size handouts for both the pop-up 
shop2 and two trunk shows3. 
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As for furnishing the pop-up shop, Pam , who oversees the store, reached out to local furniture compa-
nies for loans. Enter the woman-owned business Berbere World Imports’ Suad Cano, whose response to 
our request was: “It’s for the Skirball, it’s for women—yes!” Pam was given virtually free reign to pick out 
everything from mother of pearl-inlaid chests from Syria to temple monk sculptures from Thailand. With 
a special nonprofit moving rate from Decorator’s Choice Installations, the entire process was simple and 
inexpensive. With the help of our exhibition design team, we added signage to coordinate with the exhibi-
tion design, a monitor to loop videos from our vendors, and selections of world music from female artists 
distributed by Putumayo to play in the background. 

The planning for the pop-up shop happened to coincide with a complete redesign of our web store. Sarah 
coordinated the moving parts of the project and incorporated the pop-up shop merchandise into the build-
out. Where we could not get product photography, Sarah photographed items and prepped them, as she was 
already doing for the web. She then built out a section of the web store for the pop-up shop4, making select 
items available for purchase online5 and building out an interactive web page for users to explore all of the 
participating organizations6. After the opening of Women Hold Up Half the Sky, the Skirball launched Skir-
Blog, our official blog. We were invited to do a post on visiting the Santa Fe International Folk Art Market in 
New Mexico7 to help boost web traffic.

Once the pop-up shop was up and running, we made various story cards that provided a background on the 
organization and women who made each product. For gift purchases, we provided this double-sided insert, 
which spoke about the item and the exhibition:

We also took advantage of the Skirball’s social media following by posting a product from the pop-up shop 
every Friday during its two and a half-month run on Facebook and Twitter.

THE RESULTS
The results have been tremendous. During the pop-up shop’s run, we sold over 7,000 items just in the 
pop-up shop; among them include 765 related books, 498 Good Paper greeting cards from the Philippines 
and Africa, 375 Orphan Bracelets from Africa, 209 Earth Bracelets and 244 wrap bracelets from Wakami in 
Guatemala, 132 bars of soap from the Downtown Women’s Center in Los Angeles, 154 velcro baskets from 
Global Mamas in Ghana, 113 necklaces and earrings made from bullet casings from Ethiopia from Raven 
+ Lily, 117 treasure pouches made from vintage sari fabric in India from Kismet, 147 worry doll pouches 
from Guatemala through Shkaa’la, and 186 knit hats, scarves, and gloves from Emilime in Peru, just to 
name a few of our top sellers. Our capture rate of museum visitors hit a high at 39% in November and 38% 
in December. The pop-up shop became thought of as a curated store—an extension of the exhibition. We 
held trunk shows featuring two of our vendors (Kismet and Original Women) in November and December; 
these helped to generate 113 sales and 217 sales in the pop-up shop respectively.
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The stories behind the merchandise really resonated with our customers and our staff had the kind of in-
depth conversations with customers that they don’t usually get to have. We met a woman from Iran who 
was taken with an embroidered bag that reminded her of the handwork she knew from her childhood and 
another woman from who was also from Iran and was researching handcrafts she could adapt to be easily 
made by women back home to earn money. We also met a woman with a very colorful history—she was 
born in Germany, had emigrated to Palestine, then finally settled in Ethiopia. She was organizing a silent 
auction in support of schools in Ethiopia and was visiting the shop to get ideas for how to best merchandise 
artisanal pieces she had collected throughout the years.

We received such great press. Among the press mentions we received were: HandEye Magazine (October 27, 
2011), the Los Angeles Times (October 27, 2011 and November 28, 20118), Los Angeles Magazine online9 (No-
vember 3, 2011), the Topanga Messenger (November 17, 2011), and the Jewish Journal (November 17, 2011), as 
well as a number of local blogs. We also placed an ad in the December issue of Los Angeles Magazine10 and 
had a nice placement in their Museum Gift Guide promotion11.

Social media promotions provided us with a huge boost on our newly launched web store. We coordinated 
the Friday posts to Facebook and Twitter with External Affairs. In December, we had 23 visits from Face-
book, 6 visits from Twitter, and 3 visits from the new site Pinterest (a social bulletin board of web images 
and links).  Fridays were our highest web activity day, which indicated to us that those end-of-the-week posts 
were a big part of our incoming traffic. Prior to the pop-up shop’s launch, we had gotten three web orders 
per month for the two months the website had been up. Web orders then went up to 13 and 16 in the two 
months that followed the pop-up shop’s launch in addition to the several phone orders we received from 
customers viewing the website. A number of customers used the web store as a browsing tool, then came 
to the shop to make their purchase in person and see the exhibition. Not only was the pop-up shop a huge 
success, but it was a great promotional tool for our new web store.



Appendix 1: Women Hold Up Half the Sky Holiday Pop-up Shop media kit (section headers shown).
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Women Hold Up Half the Sky

Holiday Pop-up Shop

Shop
Online!

www.skirball.org/shop

POP-UP SHOP HOURS

Tuesday–Friday,
12:00 p.m.–5:00 p.m.

Saturday–Sunday,
10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

(310) 440-4505

SKIRBALL CULTURAL CENTER | 2701 NORTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD | LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90049

The Skirball Cultural Center is pleased to present Women Hold Up Half the Sky, a groundbreaking exhibition 
inspired by Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn's bestselling book Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Op-
portunity for Women Worldwide (Knopf, 2009). Its compelling message is that the worldwide oppression of women 
is the most urgent and pervasive human rights cause of our time, and that gender equality can help solve many 
of the world's most severe problems—from poverty to terrorism to child mortality. The exhibition will be on view 
October 27, 2011–March 11, 2012.

In conjunction with Women Hold Up Half the Sky and commemorating the United Nations 2012 International 
Year of Cooperatives, Audrey's Museum Store at the Skirball will offer a pop-up shop of handcrafted items repre-
senting women's cooperatives and female artisans from around the world. Each organization represents the trans-
formative power of women working together to provide for their families, educate their children, pass on deep-
rooted traditions, and promote gender equality. The pop-up shop will be open at the Skirball beginning Thursday, 
October 27 through the end of December. Most items will also be available online at www.skirball.org/shop.

Every product has a story, every vendor a mission. Included here is just a selection of the many affordable gift 
items that will be available. A full listing of vendor organizations is available at the end of this document.
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TABLE RUNNERS AND HALLAH COVERS
Kismet Style, India

Made from beautiful, jewel-tone, vintage Indian fabrics. 
Available fabrics and colors vary.

Size: 14" x 22" (hallah covers)

ADULTS' AND CHILDREN'S APRONS AND MATCHING 
POTHOLDERS
Sankofa Center for African Dance and Culture, Ghana

Each child's apron features a "memory braid," a braid 
of fabric sewn by the seamstresses in memory of their 
children who have died from AIDS. An African proverb 
appearing in the fabric pattern means "A single tree 
cannot stand strong alone." Avaliable fabrics vary.

AUDREY'S MUSEUM STORE (310) 440-4505 www.skirball.org/shop
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RINGS OF HOPE NECKLACE
Trading for Treasures, Rwanda

Handmade from recycled paper beads and handwoven 
fabric fashioned out of local grasses. Fastens with ad-
justable fabric ties.

Size: 36" long

RUBBER BRACELETS
Do Ubuntu Orphan Bracelet Campaign, South Africa

Each rubber orphan bracelet is handcrafted using lead-
free copper, brass, and aluminum wire.

Sizes: 2.25", 2", and 2.5" diameter

AUDREY'S MUSEUM STORE (310) 440-4505 www.skirball.org/shop
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WEEKENDER
JADETribe, Laos

Made of locally grown cotton.

MESSENGER BAG
JADETribe, Laos

Made of locally grown cotton. 
Available in turquoise or charcoal.

AUDREY'S MUSEUM STORE (310) 440-4505 www.skirball.org/shop
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SILK WINDOW-PANE SHAWL
Creative Women, Ethiopia

Window-pane design. Woven from Ethiopian silk. Avail-
able in Natural, Light Sage, Light Lilac (pictured), and 
Maize.

Size: 26" x 72"

AFGHAN SILK SCARF
Creative Women, Afghanistan

Made from Afghan silk. Available in Brown with Rust 
and Violet stripes, Brown with Green-gold and Taupe 
stripes, and Blue with Turquoise and Purple stripes.

Size: 16" x 72"
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MOTHER WITH CHILD DOLLS
Nilda Callanaupa Alvarez, The Center for Traditional 
Textiles of Cusco, Peru

Each smiling doll carries her swaddled little one on her 
back. The textile designs woven into the fabrics on the 
dolls' dresses represent symbols of importance to the 
Andean communities—Chili Chili (a medicinal plan), 
Pumac Makin (footprints of a puma), Mayu Qenqo 
(meandering river).

Sizes: 10" and 13" high

BEGINNER'S WEAVING LOOM

Made in the USA and used by professional weavers, the 
Beginner's Weaving Loom comes fully assembled with 
a basic project started on the loom, ready for weaving. 
Yarn to complete the first project is included. Instruc-
tions move you and/or your child through the rest of the 
project, then take you through step-by-step to plan and 
begin another project. 

With the Beginner's Weaving Loom, you'll be able to 
weave projects up to 10" wide and 3 yards long. It also 
makes a great portable loom for more experienced 
weavers. Includes one shuttle and a 10" wide heddle. 
Recommended for ages thirteen and up or with parental 
supervision for younger children.
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SMALL JOURNALS
Kismet Style, India

Covered in beautiful, jewel-tone, 
vintage Indian fabrics.Elastic with 
handcarved button closure. Paper 
is handpressed from 100% recycled 
cotton with a variety of local wild 
flowers, ferns, grasses, herbs, and 
coconut husks. Available fabrics and 
colors vary.

Size: 4" x 6", 50 pages

BOTANICAL NOTECARDS
Hope for Women, India

Handmade cards using wildflowers, bougainvillea, cosmos, tawny mari-
gold, wild coriander leaf, and various grasses from the Himalayan moun-
tains. Cards made from 100% post-consumer recycled paper.

FABRIC COVERED NOTEBOOK 
WITH INSIDE POCKET
Manos de Madres, Rwanda

Composition book with reusable 
fabric cover, which includes pocket 
on inside cover. Assorted fabrics 
designed in Rwanda.

Size: 9.75" x 7.5"
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The Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco, Peru

Carrying on the thousands-year-old tradition of weaving on a 
backstrap loom, Nilda Callanaupa Alvarez, together with her 
organization, The Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco, offers 
a variety of handmade items with the primary goal of preserving 
the cultural art form of weaving. Proceeds go toward fair wages 
for the women and training.

I have learned that each piece of cloth embodies the spirit, skill, and life experience of an individual 
weaver.
–Nilda Callanaupa Alvarez, founder and weaver

Creative Women, worldwide

Creative Women partners with women-owned and -employed 
studios in Ethiopia, Mali, Swaziland, and Afghanistan to create 
contemporary accessories and accents for the home that are made 
using traditional techhniques.

By buying Creative Women products, you, too, are creating beautiful 
things...in your own life and in the lives of the hundreds of women we work with.
–Ellen Dorsch, founder

Dream Out Loud Productions, South Africa

Inspired during the making of her documentary Angels in the 
Dust, which explores the plight of children due to widespread 
HIV/AIDS in South Africa, director Louise Hogarth launched the 
Do Ubuntu Orphan Bracelet Campaign. This project supports a 
number of local programs, including a crafter's training program 
that teaches women how to craft the bracelets, run their own busi-

nesses, open bank accounts, and other life skills. Each rubber orphan bracelet is handcrafted 
using lead-free copper, brass, and aluminum wire. All proceeds directly benefit mothers and 
children affected by HIV/AIDS.

It's a small thing you can do in your life, but it's a huge thing in these children's lives and in parents' 
lives.
–Louise Hogarth, filmmaker and founder

Dunitz and Company, Guatemala

The beadwork on all of Dunitz and Company's jewelry and accessories are done in Guatemala 
by local Mayan Indian women. Founder Nancy Dunitz works with local women to design the 
products, incorporating things like vintage buttons and tagua slices into their designs.

Once I spent time in Guatemala— building my product line and meeting the friends and designers I 
now consider my ‘second family'—I found I didn't need or want to go anywhere else.
–Nancy Dunitz, founder

watch video

watch video
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Holiday Pop-Up Shop

Holiday Pop-Up Shop
Shop for everyone on your holiday gift list! Open exclusively during
this gift-giving season, the Skirball’s Holiday Pop-Up Shop offers an
exquisite selection of handcrafted goods representing women's
cooperatives and female artisans from around the world. Proceeds 
of sales will support more than seventy-nine organizations that 
promote gender equality in developing nations, helping women
entrepreneurs provide for their families, educate their children, 
and pass on deep-rooted artistic and cultural traditions. 

OPEN THROUGH DECEMBER!
Tuesday–Friday, 12:00–5:00 p.m.
Saturday–Sunday, 10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Presented by Audrey’s Museum Store at the Skirball in association 
with the exhibition Women Hold Up Half the Sky (on view through

March 11, 2012), which addresses gender equality as the human rights cause of our time.

2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90049
www.skirball.org/shop • (310) 440-4500
FREE on-site parking; street parking strictly prohibited
Or take Metro Rapid 761

Shop 
Online!

© 2011 Skirball Cultural Center • Front: Photo by Bonnie Perkinson

Appendix 2: 5”x7” promotional postcard.



Appendix 3: 6”x9” promotional postcard.

2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90049
www.skirball.org • (310) 440-4500 
FREE on-site parking; street parking strictly prohibited
Or take Metro Rapid 761

Saturday, November 12–Sunday, November 13
10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Join Kismet founder, photographer, and designer Anne Driver as she
presents an array of exquisite, affordable holiday gifts including handbags,
yoga mats, Mithila paintings, bed coverings, shawls, and skirts. Driver
works with female artisans in rural India to create beautifully handcrafted
functional pieces made from jewel-tone vintage silk brocade saris. Over
the years, Kismet has amassed an extraordinary collection of antique and
vintage textiles from across the Subcontinent, saving ornate sari fabrics
from being burned and salvaging precious metals to be woven into the
thread. Kismet’s pieces are sure to delight women of all ages on your
holiday gift list!

Friday, December 2, 11:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 3–Sunday, December 4 
10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

New York–based Original Women co-founder and designer Gwendy
Feldman presents the Original Women Heritage Collection, available
exclusively at the Skirball! The collection’s authentic, traditional pieces
exemplify the finest craftsmanship and innovation from female artisans
from around the world. Items include handwoven silk and embroidered
coats from Turkmenistan, handwoven and block-printed textiles from
India, and traditional vintage Kantha quilts. Original Women embraces 
the passion their partnering artisans have for their culture and heritage,
and supports them in expressing their creativity and using their skills to
make their lives, their families’ lives, their communities, and our world a
better place.

© 2011 SKIRBALL CULTURAL CENTER

You’re invited! D E S I G N E R  T R U N K  S H O W S
AT AUDREY’S MUSEUM STORE

Saturday, November 12–Sunday, November 13
10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Friday, December 2, 11:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 3–Sunday, December 4 
10:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Enjoy an exclusive look at handmade merchandise by Kismet and Original Women, organizations
dedicated to helping women entrepreneurs in developing nations support themselves and their
families under fair conditions. All items are made following fair-trade practices.

Presented in association with the exhibition Women Hold Up Half the Sky, on view at the Skirball October 27, 2011–March 11, 2012.

You’re invited! D E S I G N E R  T R U N K  S H O W S
AT AUDREY’S MUSEUM STORE



Appendix 4: Women Hold Up Half the Sky category on Audrey’s Museum Store online.
 http://shop.skirball.org/Women-Hold-Up-Half-the-Sky/3166/dept



Appendix 5: Women Hold Up Half the Sky product page on Audrey’s Museum Store online.
 http://shop.skirball.org/Journey-Companion-Bat/PAIJAADIAFDJBIKA/Product



Appendix 6: Women Hold Up Half the Sky Holiday Pop-up Shop Participating Organizations on Audrey’s Museum 
Store online. http://shop.skirball.org/WHUHTS_HolidayPopupShop.aspx



Appendix 7: Balton, Pam. New Markets, Centuries-Old Techniques on SkirBlog. 
 http://blog.skirball.org/2011/12/new-markets-centuries-old-techniques/



Appendix 8: MacVean, Mary. Handcrafted with humanity. Los Angeles Times. 28 November 2011.
 http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/home_blog/2011/11/skirball-holiday-shop.html (online version)



Appendix 9: Immediato, Linda. SHOP FOR GOOD: Skirball’s Pop-Up Helps Empower Women. Los Angeles Magazine 
 online. 3 November 2011. http://www.lamag.com/hautelistblog/blogentry.aspx?BlogEntryID=10309142



Appendix 10: Ad placement. Los Angeles Magazine. December 2012.



Appendix 11: Museum Gift Guide promotion. Los Angeles Magazine. December 2012.


